
a one billion ton neutrino detector ? 
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SuperKamiokande in the Japanese alps 
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Photomultiplier Tube
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•  blue light produced in nuclear reaction 
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neutrino  
survives 

neutrino 
detected 

e- 1 - e- 

νe µ τ

νµ ντ Pdet= nL σν
for νµ :  L         Rµ [Eµ = (1 - y) Eν] 

for ντ :  L               c ττ



GZK range 

TeV-scale gravity increases PeV ν-cross section 

atmospheric 
range 



muon range 









neutrino and muon area 



ν 

l 

the earth as  
a cosmic ray 
muon filter

Psurvival = exp -(l / λν) 
λν-1 =  n σν (Eν) 

n = ρ NA 
a neutrino of 70 TeV has an 
interaction length equal to 
the diameter of the earth 



ankle  one 1019 eV particle 
per km squared per year per sr 

flux of extra-galactic  
cosmic rays 



 in π+ decay 

oscillations 

Waxman-Bahcall Flux 



•  events per km2 year: 
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EGRET 

Milagro 
> 12.5 TeV 

•  age remnant = 500 ~ 10,000 yrs 

•  B-field = 1 ~100 microGauss 
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IceCube 

( 0.5 Crab only ! ) 



the AMANDA Detector


